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Why does your horse spook and shy routinely at objects it has seen several 
times? Spooking is a constant battle for many riders, so in this issue we 

have teamed up with Equitation Science consultant and coach Lisa Ashton 
 to explain and demonstrate how you can delete these behaviours. We sent 

our own Emma Bayliss and her spooky veteran, Blaze, to investigate

the

Escape and avoidance behaviour

S

Lisa is a quali!ed instructor and 
holds: BA (Hons), PGCE, MBA, Ass.
Dip ES, BHS II and Pony Club A Test
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So why do some horses 
shy more than others?

Symptom or cause?

Re-installing the  
‘go’ response
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Horses have very little pre-frontal cortical tissue, (the part 
of the brain  humans use to reason) horses have evolved 
e!ectively by living in the ‘here and now’, exhibiting very 
e"cient #ight mechanisms...

The rein response

Only one response  
per signal

Training the turn response
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Read Emma’s 
full story p22

Emma & Blaze
C(e S)*

Re-installing 
the ‘go’  

response

Re-gaining stimulus control

The brain is not wired  
to the back legs

When your horse spooks and 
shies at dressage boards, or 

when you want to go over a 
jump or through water, don’t 

punish your horse with the 
whip or use it randomly, 
instead apply consistent 

whip-taps as a tool of negative 
reinforcement, training your 

horse to step closer or through 
the obstacle

$% &'s... Progress results in  
relaxation 
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Emma & Blaze
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Our $nal challenge was an open  
umbrella. This initially took Blaze  

completely by surprise and she spun away 
from it leaving me hanging out of the side 

door. We repeated the exercise several 
times until Blaze was close enough to 

touch the umbrella

+d ,-x...
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